Two kinds of resting discharge in cat muscle spindles.
1. The behavior of primary endings of cat soleus muscle spindles was studied during shortening steps carried out at different muscle lengths. 2. Spindles were of two kinds: one, silent spindles, whose afferents fell silent after the shortening, at least over part of the range of lengths tested. The second, spontaneous spindles, resumed firing at all lengths. 3. For silent spindles, the duration of the silent period, measured at lengths where they did recover a resting rate, depended directly on muscle length and became shorter at longer lengths. This is what would be expected if the slack introduced in the spindle by the shortening step was removed more rapidly at longer lengths by the higher passive tension. For spontaneous spindles, on the other hand, the duration of the silent period after the shortening was largely independent of muscle length and depended on the spindle's rate of firing immediately before the shortening. 4. At intermediate lengths the discharge of slack spontaneous spindles remained unaffected by an isometric muscle contraction. It was therefore not possible to produce a pause in the discharge, behavior normally taken as typical of spindles. The discharge could be interrupted by the contraction if this was combined with a large shortening movement. 5. It is proposed that when intrafusal fibers are slackened by a shortening step, the resting discharge in spontaneous spindles is generated by a maintained depolarization of the annulospiral ending resulting from extension of the terminal coils by forces from within the receptor. A shortening contraction compresses the spirals to interrupt the discharge. The sensory endings of silent spindles remain below threshold until the spirals have been opened out sufficiently by external stretch.